
 Course Outcomes 
                           SANSKRIT HONOURS 

Course Outcomes (CO): 

Upon completion of this course students will have following opportunities and skills. 

CO1.Students will be able to know not only ancient literature and their classification but also modern 

Sanskrit literature. 

CO2.Through Gītā they will be manage their cognition, emotive apparatus, confusion and conflict of 

mind. 

CO3.They should general introduction of Indian Petrology and definitions and examples of various 

artharlankara. 

CO4.The students would learn about the ancient Indian Educational system and Polity, their nature, 

concepts through the text of Dharmasastra and Arthasastra. 

CO5.The students would know about the historical importance of Indian Epigraphy, Paleography, 

Chronology and Inscription. 

CO6.They will be able to know the importance, propagation across the world of this language. 

CO7.Students would know about the Vedic mantras, their application, Vedic grammar, socio-cultural life. 

CO8. Grammar is very important part of this language for the making of sentences, to know appropriate 

meaning of texts, oral communication and perfection. 

CO9.Linguisticts should also help them to know the source of this language and the relation between 

other languages. 

CO10.The students will take the knowledge about of Indian philosophy, Philosophers and their thoughts. 

They could relate the philosophical theory in practical life.



SANSKRIT GENERAL 

 

Course Outcomes (CO): 

After becoming successful completion of all undergraduate general degree students should be able to 

achieve the following objectives. 

CO1.Students will be able to know ancient Indian history of literature and literary criticism. 

CO2. Grammar is very important part of this language to make a sentence, to know appropriate 

meaning of texts, oral communication and perfection. Grammar is the only way to know this language 

well. 

CO3. They will learn about the Indian Philosophy, Religion and Culture in Sanskrit tradition. 

CO4.Through Gita they also develop their personality. 

CO5.Ayurveda will help them to know the Indian medical tradition. 

 CO6.They will also know Nation and Nationalism through Sanskrit 

literature. CO7.The students will able to learn the yoga, their concept, 

features etc. 
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